1932, the year it was published. 4 The value system of the novel opposes pro-Moscow communism to "authentic German" national socialism, to the intentional exclusion of all other alternatives, leaving "eM Kampf nur noch von links gegen rechts" [a battle of left against right only] (p. 223). Here, however, there is the interesting complication that Schenzinger is willing to portray communism somewhat favorably as a movement that is supposedly, like national socialism, in defense of the oppressed: "bei beiden Parteien [ist] das Mitleid mit der getretenen Kreatur das treibende Grundgefal. Das findet man bei keiner feudalen and bei keiner biirgerlichen Partei, in der ganzen Weltgeschichte nicht" [For both parties, pity for the downtrodden creature is the driving motivation. That is not to be found in any feudal or bourgeois party, not in all of world history] (p. 250). Secondly, Hitlerjunge Quex presents a "positive exemplary apprenticeship," in which the total dedication of the martyr-hero stands as a model for the reader to emulate. The rule of action in this novel is not so much political or even ideological, however, as metaphysical and psychological, as I will show. The third criterion, the doctrinal intertext, was fulfilled at the time of writing by the propaganda of the fascists in Germany, which was being spread through speeches, leaflets, demonstrations, and other forms of agitation. Thus the ideas espoused by the Nazis did not need to be explicitly stated in Schenzinger's novel to be understood by contemporary readers. To choose only one example (but a characteristic and very important one), the novel contains no explicit antiSemitic statements. However, the stress on the racial unity of the German nation, emphasized in a crucial passage in which the issue being debated is the difference between the national socialists and the communists, implies the exclusion of racial "others," which to contemporary readers would significantly have referred to Jews.' Thus Schenzinger was free, in a sense, to concentrate on the features of his protagonist's experience rather than on a problematic issue that might have alienated segments of a broader audience he was aiming to convince.
Hitlerjunge Quex is a prominent example of the "estheticizing of politics" in fascism ("Asthetisierung der Politik") described by Walter Benjamin.6 It is a novel in which the valorization of a certain kind of innocence is made to serve as an endorsement of an ideological field. The estheticizing of politics takes place through the elevation of the protagonist's exceptional personal qualities to the status of the symbolic and typical. His personal virtues and the pathos of his Norkus to whom repeated reference is made in the novel, is assassinated by communist attackers. The "positive exemplary apprenticeship" represented by Volker's evolution is complemented and enlarged by the theme of confrontation between communists and fascists, but it is also an idealistic myth of self-discovery through selfannihilation: a structure of individual and collective conversion. Understanding how the structure of conversion in the propaganda novel functions will help to clarify why, in novels like Schenzinger's, discussion of ideology or of political ideas is relatively insignificant, in some ways even counter to the purpose of the writer, though the total import is no less ideological than in more explicitly dogmatic works. The ideological fields in competition for the reader's loyalty are partially submerged, while the focus of the narrative is on the personal development and fate of the protagonist. Political ideas are introduced and implied throughout the novel, but they are not allowed to dominate the story. Rather, the cultivation and discipline of personal devotion to an ideology supplants recognition of the nature of that ideology itself. In Hitlerjunge Quex, the "structure of apprenticeship" and the "structure of confrontation" coexist as strands in one work, one mutually reinforcing the propagandistic impact of the other. Similarly, the valuable distinction made by Jacques Ellul between agitation propaganda, which seeks the overthrow of government or of a dominant set of values, and integration propaganda, which aims to assimilate its readers into the value structure of a party or state, is annulled by Schenzinger's novel; Hitlerjunge Quex bridges the revolutionary and the institutional phases of German fascism. ' Unlike the story of apprenticeship (Bildungsroman), which ends on the verge of a new life for the hero, the structure of conversion may well end with his death (as is the case in Hitlerjunge Quex and in Francois Mauriac's Le Nceud de viperes, for example). 8 In the story of conversion the protagonist does not merely assimilate the lessons or values of a political, philosophical, or religious system; he is absorbed by them. One might say he becomes them. In contrast to the structure of confrontation, the story of conversion, which also represents the activity of conflict, does not require that the adversaries be diametrically opposed in every respect, one "identified as the force of good, and the other as the force of evil," as Suleiman states (p. 102). Though it is necessary that there be two opposed forces, and that one be morally superior to the other, the opposite side may resemble the superior side in important respects and may be shown to have significant positive values also. The "agonistic" model of conflict defined by Huizinga in Homo Ludens, in which opponents fight according to established rules and neither side is dishonorable, can apply to confrontation as it is represented in the story of conversion. 9The conversion of the hero is made more significant by the fact that he faces a choice between two kinds of good, not merely the self-evident (though not necessarily easy) choice between good and evil.
Let us see how these ideas are exemplified in Hitlerjunge Quex. A look at the actantial system of the novel will help to clarify the structure of the story. '° The subject of the story is Heini Volker, its protagonist. The object, or what is desired by the subject, is a sense of meaning that encompasses belonging, order, harmony, purpose, virtue, and joy, all of which he acquires through his devotion to the Hitler Youth. The receiver of the object (destinataire) is both the transcendent entity that Heini becomes a part of, defined in the book variously as Germany or the national socialist movement, and Heini himself, who comes to represent that entity. The helpers are Heini's friends in the Hitler Youth movement, notably Fritz and Ulla Dorries, the educated, middle-class young people who accept him as one of their own. The donor of the object in this novel, in a shrewd psychological conflation, is constituted by two persons: Heini Volkees mother and the Bannfiihrer (group leader), Kass, whose story of losing his mother parallels Heini's loss and establishes the connection between filial attachment and loyalty to the Nazi movement. Heini's mother's suicide gives him his freedom; Kass's linkage of love for his mother and love for Germany gives Heini the hope and direction he needs to make that freedom meaningful. The opponent is multiple: his own pro-communist father, the communist youth leader Stoppel, the Hitler Youth member Oskar Wisnewski (who turns traitor), Heini's own cowardice (which prevents him from joining the Hitler Youth as soon as he wishes), more generally, the political and economic chaos of the times, which results in a sense of helpless frustration and anomie. As this summary statement of the actantial configuration suggests, the novel is concerned more with elementary loyalties that can profitably be analyzed in Freudian terms than with articulated ideologies.
Nonetheless, the novel can be fully understood only in relation to the "intertextual context" of German culture and history. Hitlerjunge Quex, a quintessentially German example of conversion literature, stands in the tradition of the conflict between rationalism and romanticism that reaches back at the very least to Goethe's Die Leiden des jungen Werther. Already in the eighteenth-century movement of Sturm and Drang, the prelude to German high romanticism, death frequently became the inevitable destiny of the hero who rejected the restraints of rationalistic society to respond to a supernatural call. The variation of this pattern in Hitlerjunge Quex involves the fact that, while in killing himself Werther followed the bidding of his own heart, in revolt against collective opinion, Heini's suicidal urge is both individual and collective. If it is romantic, it is also an expression of what Kass, the fascist youth leader, calls "die Idee," the idea of the movement. Whereas Goethe's hero (though not unequivocally admirable) serves in part to illustrate the tragic inadequacy of the external, social world, Schenzinger's hero represents a supposedly triumphant romantic vision of the power of the collective will to conquer all social as well as metaphysical obstacles.
He strives to reinstate the innocent unity of thought and action of the epic Greek world.
More immediately, the novel is embedded in the context of the economic conditions and political battles of the Weimar Republic. S chenzinger draws on the social and political chaos of Berlin in the early 1930s for a somber portrait of the misery of Germany and more specifically of its working class. That misery is localized and symbolized in the plight of the Volker family: hunger, unemployment, worry, drunkenness, violence, and desperation. The atmosphere of political and personal impotence during the Weimar Republic is graphically illustrated in naturalistic scenes of noisy stairwells, dark, enclosing inner courtyards, street battles, a turbulent fairground, and the depressing, jail-like district of Beusselkietz. As in his earlier novel Man will uns kiindi gen ( 1931), Schenzinger drives home a political message about the failure of democracy by portraying in the most explicit terms the fate of the Volk in the disintegrating Weimar In both novels there is a subtext of indignation at the conditions that drastically limit the protagonist's choices. In Man will uns kfindigen, the smoldering rage which hero and author seem to share breaks out in acts of violence, in an attack on Jewish students at the university, for example. Violence in Hitlerjunge Quex has a more clearly focused direction: it is associated with the chaos of communism, as Schenzinger represents it, and it is directed almost exclusively against the Nazis, thus contextually devalorizing it. At the same time, it is linked to historical events generally known to readers at the time the book appeared, particularly to the killing of Herbert Norkus, a Hitler Youth, on June 24, 1932 in the Beusselkietz, Heini VOlker's home district of Berlin. Norkus' death was a cause célèbre to the Nazis, and various works commemorated his "martyrdom," but none as effectively as Hitlerjunge Quex. Historical and political events are represented highly selectively, however. As Jean-B. Neveux has noted, "Parmi les nombreuses Tatsachen de cette armee, Schenzinger ne choisit que les plus aisees a comprendre; ('interdiction de la S.A., au printemps, la levee de cette interdiction en juin, les elections de Pete, et le grand rassemblement de Potsdam a l'automne" [From among the many facts of that year, Schenzinger chose only the most easily comprehensible ones: the prohibition of the S.A. in the spring, the lifting of that prohibition in June, the summer elections, and the mass gathering at Potsdam in the fall] (p. 434). Rather than attempt to retell the life and death of the actual Herbert Norkus, S chenzinger, in a brilliant choice, decided to tell the story of a contemporary, in many respects similar, but fictional boy. This fictional character, Heini Volker, is imbedded in a naturalistic context reminiscent of Doblin's Berlin Alexanderplatz or Erich Kastner's Fabian, but he is a cleverly calculated subject designed to convince readers of the worth of the Nazi movement, a device made all the more effective by his plausibility as a character.
One way in which the subject functions is that the object (that which is sought in the structure of conversion, the entity with which the subject seeks to merge) is both metaphysical and psychological as well as social, in a fusion that must be termed religious. The object is religious in that it concerns ultimate meaning, it involves numinous experiences, and it is described in the language of conventional What is the content of the faith Volker and Kass affirm? Dagmar Grenz has perceptively demonstrated how the working-class boy's development from subjection to communist influence to adherence to national socialism is presented not as a process of political education, but rather as a form of liberation from the mis-education of his proletarian upbringing into general human values which are purposely kept vague. 12 Grenz stresses that emotions rather than rational insights are Heini's prime motivation. While this is accurate, Grenz does not entirely avoid the rationalistic error of criticizing the work of fiction for not stating its political and ideological implications explicitly. Granted that there is a certain mystical vagueness to the faith propagated in Hitlerjunge Quex, its content is nonetheless identifiable. It is part of the (from an anti-fascist perspective, insidious) artistry of this novel that the foundation of ideological signification has been shifted from the predominantly political to the psychological, and in some form religious. The novel's lines of diffusion move from personal experience to the political arena, not vice versa, and they never detach themselves from the personal, though they reach beyond.
The tenets of the faith that Schenzinger elevates in Hitlerjunge Quex encompass belief in the national and racial unity of all true Germans, a mystical sense of the unity of the Hitler movement, and an The most intricate connection between Eros and Thanatos is to be found in the ties between Heini's yearning to be with his mother after she is dead and his erotic attraction to Ulla Dorries. Though in waking life Heini's idea of love is worship, in a dream he sees Ulla in her bathing suit, and he has the irrepressible desire to brush against her neck or her arms. This dream disturbs him so greatly that he wakes up screaming, but when he falls asleep again the dream concludes with Ulla offering him a symbolic package: " 'Von deiner Mutter,' sagte sie mit einem iiberirdischen Lacheln, 'sic ist gar nicht tot' "[From your mother,' she said with a supernatural smile, 'she isn't dead at all'] (p. 217). The mysterious, beckoning, yet frightening domains of death and of sexuality merge. They remain synonymous when Heini repeatedly risks being fatally attacked in attempts to protect or impress Ulla. This convergence culminates in the episodes that immediately precede the assassination of the protagonist. He has an exaggerated fear of kissing Ulla, which he is required to do in a play. She finally shatters his fear by robustly taking hold of him Conversion, as revealed here, is an intensifying sequence of transferences. It is more than apprenticeship, since it is not merely knowledge and ability to act that the protagonist acquires, but new objects of attraction, self-definition, and self-surrender. The fundamental principle is as much cyclical as linear. Frau Volker's selfsacrifice for her son strengthens his devotion to the Hitler Youth movement; Heini Volker's self-sacrifice was intended to strengthen the reader's commitment to the national socialist movement. National socialism as Schenzinger portrays it is the life-death force, a Nietzschean creative/destructive force driving history."
Despite the mythic and psychological nature of Schenzinger's story of conversion, subtleties of social differences are realistically portrayed. In fact, social distinctions add to the structure of conversion by dramatizing the distance traversed by the protagonist, from timid working-class boy to bold Hitler Youth leader, though he never entirely loses the innocence and vulnerability he is characterized by from the start. Not only is he awed and intimidated by the splendor of the Dorries's middle-class home, he does not understand Fritz Dorries' class-conditioned language. "Die alten Herrschaften [The old folks]"; Fritz says, using Gymnasiasten slang to refer to his parents. "Was ist das? [ Schenzinger employs a technique that can be compared to the cinematic style of the cross-cut: he builds an impression of disorder by juxtaposing brief, apparently unrelated scenes, e.g. a political brawl in a courtyard, an agitated bird in its cage, and the frenetic confusion of the fair. The presentation of disjointed scenes, in blunt, abrupt language, emphasizes the theme of chaos which serves an important function as counterpoint to the meaningful order associated with the Hitler Youth movement. Chaos in this novel is a condition of anxiety and imprisonment, though also of a certain dangerous allure. Schenzinger implies through his choice of setting, characters and situation that the only way out of chaos and powerlessness is for Germany to embrace either communism or national socialism. The understated, journalistic style serves to disguise the elimination of other alternatives and the archetypal nature of the central plot. The didactic intent is not diminished by the omission of explicit didactic statements; on the contrary, it is given added force.
The simplification of historical reality through fictional representation in Schenzinger's novel is achieved by means of style in three ways. First of all, the combination of terse prose and photographic starkness of description disguises the selectivity of the "lens," the narrator's perspective. A sense of historical verisimilitude is achieved while in fact the conversion of the individual protagonist and the highly selective events surrounding that conversion become the organizing principle of the narration. Second, the simplicity and, frequently, the seeming lucidity of the language contribute to the mythic dimension of the story. The forces acting upon the hero are intended to be seen in sharp relief, but not to be understood in ways that more complex language would permit. Third, the very absence of evaluative or affective commentary from the narrator (or even, frequently, from characters in the story) is a technique of evoking responses from the reader. For example, no character directly expresses grief at Frau Wilkes or Heini Volkees deaths. The reader's sympathy is solicited through the author's paradoxical strategy of avoiding the expression of sympathy. Thus, the narrator approximates the objectivity of the camera lens but in effect evokes a predictable, calculated response. Furthermore, political content is replaced by symbolism. As Dagmar Grenz states, "Die inhaltliche Abstraktion der politischen Zielvorstellungen wird ersetzt durch die Hochstilisierung der Attribute and Formen, in denen sich die Partei darstellt" [The abstraction of the contents of the political goals envisioned (in the novel) is supplanted by the attributes and forms by means of which the party represents itself] (p. 135). Examples of this are approving use of uniforms, flags, and ritual public displays such as marching in formation that are the Nazi party's symbols of unity and identity.
The selectivity invoked by the organizing principle of the novel serves to disguise a central contradiction of the author's aims. There is an inherent conflict between the notion of individual heroism and self-discovery on the one hand and the collective, conformist, authoritarian nature of the movement the book seeks to glorify on the other. In the skillful handling of this conflict lies the explanation for Schenzingef s ability to write an agitation novel that also served the Nazis as a tool for integration after their accession to power. The issue is notably present in the second half of the novel, after the protagonist has actually joined the Hitler Youth. The form in which it is presented is mostly that of Heini's excessive zealousness, which leads his superiors to discipline him repeatedly. The potentially chaotic element of Eros enters into the equation when Quex takes it upon himself to protect Ulla from attackers, without having sought permission from his superior to do so. Yet the theme of Eros is kept subordinate to the theme of integration, i.e. conversion. As Suleiman points out, "love, or the quest for possession of another, is rarely, if ever, an important preoccupation of the hero in the roman a these." By portraying Heini as more eager to risk his life than his leaders are willing to allow, the impression is created that discipline in the Hitler Youth is protective rather than what it actually was: ruthless and indifferent to individual fates. Eventually the contradictions between the protagonist's drive towards self-realization (the strand of story that deals with Volker's rebellion and with his erotic attraction to Ulla) and the authoritarian organization's impersonality and need for total subordination of self to the group (hidden by Kass's standing in loco parentis for Volker) are only resolved (if that is the appropriate term) by the hero's death. In death, the transference of Eros into the realm of Thanatos is complete: in martyrdom, Heini Volker is symbolically united with Ulla and the movement she represents, more effectively and totally than he ever could be alive. The mass movement of fascism is depicted from the perspective of the individual hero, who also comes to symbolize it. In a symbiotic fusion, the central character is thoroughly and finally converted to the mass movement by dying for the cause.
The articulation of the structure of conversion, as in my discussion of the example of Hitledunge Quex, enables the critic to elucidate the hidden assumptions and mythic elements of works of fiction that reside in the realm where literary art and propaganda overlap. While the process of analysis of literary structures does not itself constitute moral or political judgment, it can illuminate the shadowy moral and political features of literary works employed for propagandistic purposes, and thus make clearer judgment possible. In this case, the explication of the text reveals in its stark outline the destructive yet seductive mythos of Schenzinger's art. We condemn the uses of that mythos, but it is comparatively easy to do so in hindsight, since the nature and consequences of fascism are clearly known to us. It remains to apply the method of analysis set forth here to other works, including more contemporary works of fiction in which the structure of conversion reveals ideologies and movements acting analogously Vintage, 1973). I wish to thank Margaret Higonnet and Barbara Rosen fortheir insightful suggestions concerning this article. Research for this study was supported by a Humanities Summer Stipend from the Center for Programs in the Humanities, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.
2. I am indebted to the work of Susan Rubin Suleiman, whose book Authoritarian Fictions has as its immediate subject the French roman a these, but whose theoretical considerations have far broader application. By means of her analysis of the novels of
